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SWP: Have you always lived where you live now?
No, I’ve lived in many different countries and Mexico cities during my life.
SWP: What brings you the greatest joy in life?
Following my highest self. When I feel my soul and mind in peace by doing
what I know I’m here to do.
SWP: What is your favorite quote, by whom, and why?
There are so many good ones but “DO IT ANYWAY” is definitely one I use a lot!! It's by Mother
Teresa. It brings me hope and courage!
SWP: Do you recall how your interest in writing originated?
I always liked when my teachers dictated during class, so technically I loved writing but I never ever
thought I would become a writer, never crossed my mind until a year ago and not even. I had a very
intense spiritual awakening which without thinking or any intention on making a book just ended up
being the beginning of one….
SWP: When did you first know you could be a writer?
Coral: When I realized all the wonderful things I had written during my process and realized it had the
length to become a book which could support other young people who go through what I went through.
SWP: What inspires you to write and why?
What other books have done for me. I’d love to write to support people the way other books have
supported me and I feel very grateful they wrote them.
SWP: What genre are you most comfortable writing?
Self-help esoteric books ha-ha…
SWP: What inspired you to write your chapter for Soul Whispers II?
Well, it seemed impossible for me the idea of writing a whole book, so I decided to break big steps into
baby steps and get the feeling and experience of what it was to write something not that big, that was
to be published first.
SWP: What do you consider the most challenging about writing in general?

To order my ideas ha-ha…I just start writing whatever comes to my mind and I skip from hot to cold
in one second, the division of chapters and all that just makes me go crazy ha-ha!
SWP: Did writing this chapter teach you anything and what was it?
It taught me to stay strong to my true beliefs, and showed me what I am capable of accomplishing.
SWP: Have you ever had writer's block? If so, what do you do about it?
Yes, that’s when I’m not in alignment and connected with my soul and the divine world, as corny as it
sounds.
SWP: Is there a message in your chapter that you want readers to grasp?
Absolutely, no matter what happens in their life, how painful or bad it may seem, there’s always a
DIVINE PURPOSE. I encourage them to find their own answers and recover hope, happiness and
freedom. For addicts reading this, “You are very, very loved; you are a seeker, just using the wrong
tool”.
SWP: What books have most influenced your life?
“Medicine of the soul” by Eric Rolf and Joseph Soler.
SWP: Have you ever considered anyone as a mentor?
Yes a lot of people actually, depending what area but in this specific topics, to name a few, Denise
Linn, Doreen Virtue, the master Omraam Mickael Aivanhov and Elizabeth Claire Prophet.
SWP: Can we expect any new writing from you in the future?
Absolutely. When least expected ha-ha! www.CoralMujaesPola.com

